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BL2605MG
BL 2605 MG Pro
PARTS LIST
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Please make sure you have received all the
following parts:
(1) Keypad
(2) Inside lock body
(3) Neoprene seals x 2

4) Spindle
Spindles
((4)
(5) Surface lock keep
(6) Morticed lock keep
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(7)Wood screws x 8
(8) Tweezers (For changing the code)
(9) Fixing
Fixing Bolts.
bolts. 6
supplied
2 supplied
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(10) Spare tumblers. 2 x Coded
2 x Uncoded
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(11) Code card
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FACTORY
PRE-SET CODE
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SPECLAL NOTES

HOW TO CHANGE YOUR CODE NUMBER

Before commencing installation check that all
parts are working correctly: Press the code
according to the code card and then the knob
should turn and return easily under spring pressure.
lf you intend to change the code, you should do it
before installing the lock, See the code change
instructions.

1) Remove the lock from the door .
2) Remove the 2 retaining screws from the back
of the keypad. Take EXTRA care to keep the
keypad on a flat surface, when you are
removing the covering plate, because there are
a lot of small components inside.
3) You will now see that there are 5 red coloured
coded tumblers & 8 blue coloured uncoded
tumblers plus 1 clear tumbler ('C' button).
4) To change your code, push the 'C' button down
and hold it. You can then easily remove one or
more of your coded & uncoded tumblers, using
the tweezers supplied.
Remember, the red tumblers represent
coded digits and the blue tumblers
represent non-coded digits
5) Please note you should NEVER remove the 'C'
tumbler.
6) Please note the different shapes of tumblers,
before reinserting them into the lock body.
Firstly there is a difference in shape between
the coded & uncoded tumblers, illustrated
below. And secondly when refitting the
tumblers into the lock body, they must be fitted
facing the right way, again see the illustration
Below. (All square cutouts must face outwards)
7) After you have refitted the tumblers and made
a note of the new code, please replace the
metal plate with the 2 screws
8) PLEASE NOTE.With the spare tumblers
provided, you can either increase the number
of digits in your code to 6 - 7 or reduce to 3 - 4.

CHECK THE HAND OF YOUR DOOR
INSIDE
RIGHT AHND

LEFT HAND

OUTSIDE

Your door is righthanded, if viewed,
form the outside the
hinges are on the
right.
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Square
cut-out

Red Coded
Tumbler

Square
cut-out

Square
cut-out

Outwards

Square
cut-out

Outwards

Blue Non-Coded
Tumbler
Buttons

If you expericnce any problems when fitting
this lock or changing the code please
contact the:

BORG
HELPLINE
Borg
Locks
Helpline
00800
44 88225700
377
+44
(0) 1708
Dismantling the lock will invalidate your warranty
V2
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Assembling and Fitting

Keypad

·

·
Inside lock
body

Surface lock
keep

·
·

Surface lock keep

·
Morticed lock keep

Unscrew the four
screws and remove
the plate

Right

Left

Dead bolt

Dead bolt
Plate to be removed
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Maintenance Instructions – Applicable for all models
Monthly
Clean the surface of the keypad and all of the exposed elements of the latch assembly with a
light spray application of a silicon based lubricant such as GT85 or other. Remove any excess
with soft cloth.
Do not use oil based lubricants such as WD40. Oil based products will attract dirt. A Silicon
based lubricant will also help to displace water away from the internal mechanisms.
Annually
1. Remove the lock from the door/locking assembly.
2. Spray the inside of the lock with GT85 or other silicon based lubricant through the tumbler
holes on the reverse of the keypad. Remove any excess with soft cloth.
3. Spray all of the fixings, accessories and latch with GT85 or other silicon based lubricant.
4. Push each of the buttons and rotate the knob/lever several times to ensure that the lock is
working smoothly and that all buttons return to their outward position.
Remarks
The above maintenance procedures can be carried out whenever the operation of the lock
is sticky or the code is intermittently accepted. If for whatever reason the above instructions
do not solve the problem, please call our help line on +44 (0) 1708 225700.

BORG LOCKS UK LTD
9 Upminster Trading Park, Warley Street, Upminster, Essex RM14 3PJ
Tel. +44 (0) 1708 225700 Fax. +44 (0) 1708 226338
sales@borglocks.com
www.borglocks.com

